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The Advanced Digital Systems Laboratory (ADSL) Dual 
Processor Serial Network has a long history. Several students 
have contributed to the development of a powerful network. 
However, when the present work started, the network die! not 
really function as a network. The node-to-terminal connections 
were manual. The node-to-node connections didn't exist, 
The goal of this thesis has been to develop the existing 
network so that it becomes a flexible and user-friendly 
developmental tool, All the connections from One node to 
another or to the terminal are made in the software, A flexible 
master-slave hierarchy has been created, The user has the 
:".c:c!elom t� -:.!lte7:;>re': this hierarchy 3.nd the onl? l:!.'.llitation is 
that the highest master has priority to access the terminal. 
Every node board has two 8751 microcomputers, the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) and the Input/Output (IOP) processors. 
The 8751 has a 128 byte RAM and a 4K byte on chip EPROM where 
the monitor programs are loaded. Both processors have different 
monitor programs. Most of the monitor program is in the IOP 
processor. The CPU processor has a program to control the 8155 
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port expander. The remaining on chip EPROM of the CPU processor 
can be used for user programs. 
The network has the capacity for 20 node boards, but only 
four prototype boards exist now. Printed circuit boards, which 





The hardware of the network includes two cardcages, two 
terminal interface boards, four dual processor boards (nodes) 
and the Hazeltine terminal. The backplane of the cardcages 
connects the node boards to each other and to the terminal 
through the terminal interface board. 
2.1 The Cardcages 
The network is contained in a frame of two cardcages built 
one above the other. The frame of the cardcages is shown in 
figure l, Both cages are independent of each other and have 
tte�r own i�ter£ace boards to the terminal, 
Each cage consists of 11 card slots. The right-most card 
slot is reserved for the terminal interface board in both cages, 
The 10 remaining card slots are for node boards. Due to the way 
the software is written, the node boards must be placed in the 
cardcage starting from the left and leaving no empty slots 
between boards. 
The power supply is located under the cardcages. The supply 
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2.2 The Terminal Interface Board 
The terminal interface board (see Appendix A) is always 
placed in the right-most card slot in the cardcage. It receives 
+5 volts at pins Y and Z in the backplane and +12 volts comes
to pin #1 and -12 volts to pin #22. The ground line is at pins 
A and B. 
Pin 5 of every card edge connector is connected to the 
interface board, These lines function as transmitting lines 
from the terminal to the node boards, In the same manner, pin E 
of every backplane connector is connected to the interface 
board in order to transmit data from a node board to the 
terminal. 
The original design had a hex switch that selected the node 
to be connected to the terminal. The manual selection of the 
node-to-terminal connection was a limiting factor for the 
development of the network. It would have forced a simple 
hierarchy of one �aster. The hex switch was removed to make the 
network more flexible, The backplane pins 2,3,C and D of all 
node boards are connected to these same pins at the interface 
board. These are the Pl.4-7 of the IOP processors, They are 
also connected to the multiplexer and demultiplexer of the 
interface board to select the desired line, Thus, the hex 
switch is omitted, The node-to-terminal connection is made in 
the software through the Pl.4-7 lines. 
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The network reset is at pin 4 in the backplane and it is 
connected to all nodes. This line resets the !OP and the CPU 
processors and the 8155 of all boards simultaneously. Moreover, 
even if the terminal is not used, the interface board must be 
connected to prevent the reset pin from floating. The reset pin 
is normally zero. 
The terminal connection from the interface board uses a 
standard RS232C serial connector. Pin 2 transmits information 
to the terminal and pin 3 receives from the terminal. Pins 1 
and 7 are grounded. Another RS232C connector connects the 
terminal interface board to the Intel Personal Development 
System (iPDS). 
2.3 The Dual Processor (Node) Board 
The dual processor board (see Appendix A) consists of two 
8751 microcomputers, node memories and logic that selects the 
desired memory location, multiplexer and demultiplexer for the 
serial connection, crystal circuit, reset circuit and two 
connectors to receive and transmit data to and from the outside 
of  the network. 
The !OP processor can select either the terminal or the node 
it wants to talk to. This is done by using Port 1 pins 0-3. In 
the terminal connection pins Pl.4-7 must also be properly set 
to connect the terminal with the node. The access from other 
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nodes or from the terminal directly to the CPU processor of a 
node is a new feature in this network. The RXD pins and TXD 
pins of both processors are connected together on the node 
board to make the serial lines equally available for both 
processors. The· serial control register bit REN (enable serial 
reception) is set and cleared in the software so that only one 
processor at a time uses the serial lines. The CPU does not 
have the capability to select directly the target of its 
communication. It must be selected by the IOP processor. 
Ports PO of both processors are connected together to form 
an internal bus. The lower bytes of addresses and data move 
through this bus, The CPU has the priority to use it. The IOP 
processor must interrupt the CPU and request the bus before it 
can use it. 
Port Pl of the IOP is used to select to whom the node or the 
terminal is going to talk to. Pins Pl.0-3 select the target for 
the node's own data transfer. The pins Pl.4-7 of all IOPs, 
connected lS a ':lus i:1 ::he backplane, select in '::le i'lterf:3.ce 
board the node to which the terminal is going to talk to. Port 
Pl of the CPU has a different function. It can be connected to 
the outside world through a 20 pin Scotchflex connector. The 
printed circuit boards will include a bidirectional buffer 
between Port Pl and the connector. 
Port P2 pins b to 6 select high byte addresses. The P2.7 
pins of both processors are connected together to form the bus 
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grant or interrupt acknowledge line, The bus request line is 
between interrupt O of the IOP and interrupt 1 of the GPU. 
The design of node memories has not been efficient. The 
processors could address 32K bytes, but only two lK RAMs, one 
2K EEPROM, and a 256 word x 8 bit 8155 port expander are 
available, The new printed circuit boards will provide 24K of 
node memories. 
The port expander 8155 has two 8 bit ports A and B and one 6
bit port G, All ports can be used as inputs or outputs, Port c
can control ports A and B. The memory address is latched wi-th 
the falling edge of ALE from the processors. The port expander 
has a 14 bit timer and a command register. One can only write 
to this register but not read it, 
The 8185 is a IK static RAM. Its advantage is low power 
dissipation. 
The 2817A is a 2K byte EEPROM, It has a fast read access 
time of 250 ns, but writing is slow. The write time is 5 ms and 
the cycle time 10 ms. 
A 21 MHz crystal with a 74LS629 oscillator is used. The 
output of the oscillator is connected to the input of a 74LS393 
counter to reduce the frequency to about 7 MHz. Two crystals 
are needed - one for each processor. Since an outside crystal 
is used, it must be connected to the crystal 2 pin of the 
processor and the crystal 1 pin must be grounded. 
In addition to the network reset, each node has its own 
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reset circuit which resets both processors and the 8155. This 
reset is connected through the backplane pin 4 to the master 
reset on the terminal interface board, 
The 74LS154 multiplexer uses Pl.O-Pl.3 to select one of the 
sixteen output lines and transmits the serial message to this 
line, The 74LS150 demultiplexer receives the serial message on 
the line selected by Pl,0-Pl.3 and transfers it through an 
inverter to the processor. Even though there are 16 lines 
available, only ten of them are used in this network. 
2.4 Hazeltine Terminal 
It is important that the switches in the front panel of the 
terminal are set correctly so that the transmission and the 
reception of data wlth the network can occur. 
The baud rate of the terminal should be set to 9,6K, This is 
the same baud rate as the network uses. 
From the four parity switc11es, 0 must be selected. The O 
parity means that the parity bit of each character transmitted 
is set to a zero. No parity check is done on received data, 
The upper/lower case operation (U/L) is used and the 




THE MONITOR PROGRAM FOR THE !OP 
The monitor program for the !OP fills almost entirely the 4K 
program space of the processor. The flow chart of the IOP 
monitor program is shown in figure 3. The processor is 
initialized for the serial communication. Each node finds its 
own slot number and from that number several other numbers are 
calculated. These numbers are used for the writing of the 
master-slave table. The user can then choose any node to enter 
commands. The monitor program includes several small procedures 
that are also in the CPU program. These procedures involve 
mainly serial reception and transmission of data. They may be 
moved to a node memory if the user needs more space in the !OP. 
The ?rocedu!'e BUS REQUEST is very important for the IOP, since 
the CPU normally has the bus. 
�.! Initialization of the IOP Processor 
The monitor program for the IOP processor starts with 
several initializations of the processor. The timer/counter 
mode control (TMOD), the serial port control register (SCON) 
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the !OP monitor program 
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and serial interrupt enable (ES) must be given some starting 
values (see reference 1). 
The timer 1 is initialized to 8-b-it auto re-load mode, The 
timer/counter mode control register TMOD has 8 bits {see figure 
4). The four most significant bits define timer 1 and the four 
least significant bits control timer 0. 
(MSB) (L5B) 
(/) rj) I (/) (/) (/) </) </) 
GATE. c/f Ml M</J GATE. C/T Ml M(/) 
. , 
TIMER I Tl M[R r/J 
Figure 4. TMOD 
When the gate controls are cleared, the timers are enabled 
whenever the respective TRx control bits are set. The TRl of 
timer l is set, 
The serial port control register SCON is initialized to 
8-bit mode 1 {see figure 5), 
(MSB) (LS&) 
¢ I </) I (/) (/) I </) 
SM¢ 5MI SM2 RE.N TB8 RB5 Tl RI 
Figure 5, SCON 
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SMO and SMl define the mode used. In this case mode l is 
chosen. Ten bits are transmitted or received: a start bit (0), 
8 data bits (LSB first) and a stop bit (1). In mode l the SM2 
bit can be used to check the validity of the received stop bit. 
SM2=0 omits this feature. 
REN enables serial reception. In the IOP, REN is originally 
l and in the CPU it is O. When the CPU is interrupted to 
receive serial information, the REN bit of the CPU is set and 
it is cleared in the IOP. 
In mode 1 the TBS is not used, RBS is the received stop bit. 
TI and RI are the "transmit interrupt flag" and the "receive 
interrupt flag," respectively. They are set by the hardware but 
they must be cleared by the software. 
The serial interrupt (ES) is part of the 




3.2 Numbers Related to the Position of the Node 
Enable 
port 
All IOP processors have the same monitor program, However, 
every IOP needs variables that indicate the position of the 
node in the cardcage. The values of these variables are found 
in the program, Every node has its own receive line connected 
to ground, At power on, all other receive lines are high. Each 
node goes through the receive lines until it finds a zero. The 
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four low bits of Port 1 indicate the position of the node in 
the cardcage. In the software this position is called 
MY-NODE-NUMBER. 
Before a master is determined, node #1 functions as the 
master communicating with the terminal and collecting and 
transferring information to other nodes. When a node 
communicates with the terminal, two conditions must be met: the 
node must be connected to the terminal and the terminal must be 
connected to the node. The first condition is met by inserting 
zeros to the four least significant bits of Pl. The four most 
significant bits determine the connection of the terminal to 
the node. The connection to node Ul is made by defining Pl. 
4-7=NOT(OOOO), to node #2 Pl.4-7=NOT(0001), to node #3 Pl. 
4-7=NOT(0010), etc. One has to know the hardware of the node
board and the interface board in order to understand the 
generation of these numbers in the software, Each node finds 
its own terminal number for the node-to-terminal connection. 
For example, for node #9 MY-TERMINAL-NUMBER is found as follows:-
(MY-NODE-NUMBER) - 1 = 9 - l = 8 = lOOOB; B=binary 
NOT(MY-NODE-NUMBER !) = NOT(IOOOB)= Oll!B 
MY-TERMINAL-NUMBER= SHL(Olll,4)= OlllOOOOB; SHL=Shift Left 
The network can logically have 15 nodes and the interface 
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board in a cardcage even though there are now only ten slots 
for the nodes available. The software is written for 15 nodes 
keeping in mind possible future expansions. These 15 nodes are 
arranged in a master-slave table using the four high bits of Pl. 
This table arranges all nodes on the basis of how fast they are. 
The fastest node will be the highest master. Other nodes follow 
in the order in which they qualify. This table has only one 
specific function: the node on the first position in the table 
will be connected to the terminal. It is up to the user to 
decide how the rest of the table is interpreted. A possible way 
to use it is to assign each node as a slave to the nodes above 
it and as a master to the nodes below it. This table starts at 
the address 9EOOH and it can be changed at any time using the 
command CHANGE TABLE. This command is explained later with 
other commands, 
Since there are more nodes than Pl lines, for each element 
in the master-slave table the Pl lines must be used twice 
during the generation of the table. Figure 5 shows how the Pl 
lines are divided among the nodes. 
First the lines are used by the nodes in groups of 4, 4, 4 
and 3. For example, the nodes 1-4 use line pl. 4. In the 
software this is called MY-VOTEl-NUMBER. MY-VOTEl-NUMBER for 
the node #9 is 6. This is found as follows: 
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(MY-NODE-NUMBER) - l = 9 - l = 8 = JOOOB 
SHR(MY-NODE-NUMBER - 1,2) = OO!OB = 2; SHR=Shift Right 
MY-VOTEI-NUMBER = 4 + SHR(MY-NODE-NUMBER - 1,2) = 4 + 2 = 6 
Since the node numbers start from one instead of zero, each 
MY-NODE-NUMBER is first decremented by one. This makes it 
easier to find a pattern to form groups of four nodes. 
node II Pl line used Pl line used 
at first trial at second trial 
J 4 4 
2 4 5 
3 4 6 
4 4 7 
5 5 4 
6 5 5 
7 5 6 
8 5 7 
9 6 4 
10 6 5 
11 6 6 
12 6 7 
13 7 4 
14 7 5 
15 7 6 
Figure 6. Pl lines used by nodes to form the master-slave 
table 
At the second trial, all the nodes with a specific 
MY-VOTEl-NUMBER can try again. MY-VOTE2-NUMBER is found for the 
node #9 as follows: 
(MY-NODE-NUMBER - 1) AND OOllB = 8 AND OOllB = OOOOB 
MY-VOTE2-NUMBER = 4 + (8 AND OOJ!B) = 4 
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3.3 Number of Nodes 
Node #1 1 as a temporary master, is first connected to the 
terminal. The following text will appear on the screen: 
ENTER ZERO FOR CONNECTION 
A zero is expected before the program goes on. However, any 
character will be accepted as an answer. 
Next, node #1 will ask: 
HOW MANY NODES 
The number of nodes in use must be entered. If there are four 
nodes in use and 02 (two characters are expected) is entered, 
only the nodes #! and #2 will be in the master-slave table. 
Node Ill will send the number of nodes to the other nodes. Ou 
the other hand, if 06 (>four) is entered, the program will fail 
and reset will be necessary. 
While node III talks with the terminal, all othe,r nodes 
connect themselves to node #1 without affecting the four most 
significant bits of Pl. The timing is very important in 
node-to-node connections. The node receiving data must be ready 
to receive before the data are sent. Since node #1 is talking 
with the slow terminal data stream, the other nodes have enough 
time to connect themselves to node #1 and wait for the incoming 
data. 
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3.4 Master-Slave Table 
The numbers related to the position of the node are used for 
the master-slave table which is created next. This table will 
include as many nodes as the user has entered earlier. If the 
user has entered three nodes, nodes 1,2 and 3 will be in the 
master-slave table. The table is found at the addresses 9EO.O to 
9EOO+(number of nodes)-!. 
While the master-slave table is formed, the Pl.4-7 lines are 
momentarily given another function than 
the terminal. These lines are all set 
these lines are set, a node can try 
to connect a node to 
high. As long as all 
to clear the Pl line 
specified with its own MY-VOTEl-NUMBER. From figure 6 one can 
see that node #9 has MY-VOTE1-NUMBER=6. This means that node #9 
tries to turn off the Pl.6 line. 
Node #1 goes through the Pl.4-7 lines starting from Pl.4. 
When it finds the first zero, it stops and sends the number of 
that line to all participating nodes. Those nodes that 
recognize the received number as their own MY-VOTEl-NUMBER have 
another chance to try to be the highest master. 
The second time is basically the same as the first time 
except no more than four nodes can participate and each of them 
uses a different Pl line. For example, if all nodes whose 
MY-VOTE1-NUMBER=6 are trying the second time, then node #9 uses 
Pl.4 line, node #10 uses Pl.S line, node #11 uses Pl.6 line and 
21 
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node #12 uses Pl,7 line. 
Node #1 again goes through the Pl,4-7 lines in order to find 
out which line is cleared first. From that data, node #1 
calculates the node number of the winner. It sends the number 
of the winner to all nodes. Each node writes this number to the 
first place in the master-slave table. 
This same procedure is repeated to fill the whole 
master-slave table. Those nodes that are already written to the 
table will clear their DATA-FLAG bits. This will prevent them 
from being written twice in the table. 
When the master-slave table is ready and all nodes have a 
copy of it, the highest master takes over the terminal 
connection from node #1. The program in all nodes then moves to 
the procedure WHICH-NODE. 
3.5 Which Node 
The new master will now print to the terminal screen: 
WHICH NODE: 
This question must be answered with a two digit number that 
indicates the node the user would like to work with. The new 
master delivers the message to all nodes. The node that 
receives its own node number connects itself to the terminal 
and the program in that node continues with the procedure that 
selects commands. All other nodes will wait for the selected 
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node to finish. Then the program in all nodes goes back to the 
beginning of the procedure WHICH-NODE. 
If there is only one node in the network, this procedure is 
omitted and the program goes directly to select commands. 
The CPU command GO, which is explained later, is the only 
command that uses the whole network and not only one node. 
3.6 Bus Request 
The hardware of the node board has been designed so that the 
!OP and the CPU processors use the same internal bus. The 
software has been written so that the CPU processor has the 
priority in the use of the bus. If the !OP processor needs 
access to the node memories, it must make a bus request. 
However, the CPU and the !OP monitor programs never need to use 
the bus at the same time and the bus request becomes more 
inportant when user programs are written. 
The !OP interrupts the CPU by clearing its own INTO which is 
connected to INTI of the CPU. The !OP waits until the CPU 
clears the INTERRUPT-ACKN pin P2.7 after which the IOP is 
allowed to use the bus. When it has finished, it returns the 
bus to the CPU by setting INTO. 
23 
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3.7 Commands for the IOP 
After the master-slave table is formed and the user has 
determined which node he/she would like to work with, the 
program in the chosen node runs the procedure CHOOSE-COMMAND 
that receives commands from the user. The command table with 
the abbreviations for all commands will first appear on the 
screen. Right after the table, an "*"sign is displayed. This 
sign appears every time the !OP is expecting a command. 
The !OP commands display helpful tables, change and copy 
memory contents and display them on the terminal screen. The 
pprogram will return to CHOOSE-COMMAND procadure every time a 
command has been performed until EX (for EXIT) is requested. 
Each command is 16 bits wide. The 8 most significant bits 
are called HIGHCOM and the 8 least significant bits are called 
LOWCOM in the software. Thus, each command is identified by two 
letters. When both letters for a command have been entered to 
the terminal, the program compares them with the available 
commands. If a match is found the command is called. If there 
is no match, the user is advised to check the command and to 
try again. 
If a command for the CPU is entered to the !OP program, the 
!OP program simply calls the procedure CPU which opens the 
CPU-terminal connection. When the connection is e�tablished, 
the selected command must be entered again. 
24 
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3.7.l COMMAND TABLE 
The command COMMAND-TABLE or CT displays all available commands 
of the CPU and the IOP on the screen. Every command has a 
two-letter abbreviation which is used to enter the command. 
When the program moves to the CHOOSE-COMMAND procedure for the 
first time, the command table is displayed automatically on the 
screen. After that, CT must be entered if the table is needed 
again. Figure 7 shows the content of the command t·able. 
If more commands are later created, this table is easily 
modified by adding a CALL PRINT statement to the appropriate 




CP=CONNECT TO CPU 
CT=COMMAND TABLE 
DI=DISPLAY 
EX=EXIT FROM CHOOSE-COMMAND 




CR=COMMAND REGISTER OF 8155 
LD=LOAD 
GO=START USER PROGRAM 
Q=QUIT ANY COMMAND 
Figure 7.Command table 
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3.7.2 ADDRESS TABLE 
The ADDRESS TABLE or AT shows all the available addresses 
and in what kind of memories the addresses are found. By giving 
the command *AT, the table in figure 8 is displayed on the 
screen: 
*MAIN RAM *PORT EXP. *P.EXP.REG *EEPROM *RAM * 
*0000-007F *9E00-9EFF *9F00-9F05 *A800-AFFF *B000-B7FF * 
*======================================================* 
Figure 8. Address table 
The MAIN RAM is the on chip RAM of the !OP or the CPU. 
PORT EXP is the data memory of the 8155 port expander. P.EXP,
REG is the command register of the 8155. This register is 
discussed in more detail in the CPU program. EEPROM and RAM are 
the only continuous addreS"Ses from A800 to B7FF. 
3.7.3 DISPLAY 
The command DISPLAY or DI shows the contents of 16 addresses 
starting from the address that the user selects. When *DI is 
entered, the following text will be shown on the screen: 
*DI
ADDRESS
A four digit address is expected from the user. Right after the 
last digit is received, the contents of 16 memory locations 
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will appear on the screen. For example, if the user chooses to 




B500 00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 AA BB CC DD FF
If another address is wanted after this, the user pushes any 
key except Q. When the user wants to exit from the command 
DISPLAY, Q (for QUIT) is entered and the program is ready to 
take another command. 
3.7.4 WRITE MEMORY 
The command WRITE MEMORY or WM gives the possibility to 
change a memory content of l to 16 addresses, The user enters a 
four digit address, and 16 consecutive memory contents starting 
from the selected address are displayed. The cursor then 
appears below the first memory content as follows: 
*WM
ADDRESS:
BOOO FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
The new memory content must be written below the old content. 
The cursor then moves automatically below the next contents. If 
a content should remain unchanged, a space will skip that 
address. It is not necessary to go through all 16 addresses. 
When no more changes are desired, a CR will display the current 
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contents of all the 16 addresses. The next address {first 
address + 16) is then displayed automatically. If the user 
wants to work with that address, any key except CR and Q will 
display the contents of the next 16 addresses. 
A CR will allow the user to select a completely new address: 
BOOO FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
11 22 33(CR) 
11 22 33 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
BOlO(CR) 
ADDRESS: 
The user can now select any new address. 
Q returns the program to the procedure CHOOSE-COMMAND. 
3.7.5 COPY 
The COPY or CO command copies up to 256 bytes to another 
memory location. It can copy data between main memory and a 
node memory,- or from a node memory to another node memory, or 
relocate data within main memory RAM. The user must be careful 
when copying data to main memory RAM. The monitor program 
stores variables to the beginning addresses of the RAM. 
Normally addresses 60H to 7FH are empty and the user can write 
to them without causing damage to the monitor program. 
The program will ask the user the starting address of the 
data to be copied. Next, the user is asked to enter the 
starting address of the destination where the data are copied. 
All addresses need to have four digits. When the user enters a 
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----------- ------
two digit number indicating how many data should be copied, the 
copying is performed. The following text is shown on the screen: 
*CO
SOURCE:XXXX DESTINATION:XXXX LENGTH:XX 
The results of the copying are not shown. The command DISPLAY 
can be used to check that copying was correct. When the user 
wants to exit from the COPY command a 'Q' is entered. If any 
other key is pressed, another copy command is expected. 
3.7.6 MASTER TABLE 
The command MASTER-TABLE or MT displays the current 
master-slave table that was created at the beginning of the 
main program and may have been changed later with the 
CHANGE-TABLE command. The table contains as many items as 







There are four nodes in use. The order of the table goes from 
zero to one less than the number of nodes. The order is in the 
left-hand column. The right-hand column indicates the node 
numbers which go from one to the number of nodes. In this 
example, node #1 is the highest master and node /J,2 is in the 
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lowest position in the table. 
3.7.7 CHANGE TABLE 
The master-slave table can be changed at any time. The 
procedure CHANGE-TABLE or MC differs from other commands in its 
use. It can be called, not only through the terminal, but also 
in user programs. If the change of table is made through the 
terminal, the user has to give the order that the node is 
seeking, before the command actually is called. If the change 
of the table is made through the user program, the procedure 
CHANGE TABLE can be called directly by passing the parameter 
NEW-ORDER from the user program to the called procedure. 
This procedure is best explained with an example. 
that after the master-slave table is formed node #5 
Suppose 
is the 
fifth node in the master-slave table (order:4). The user wants 
this node to be the third in the table (order= 2). The user 
chooses the command MC in the node #5 and the following text 
will appear on the terminal: 
NEW-ORDER: 
02 is entered indicating the order that node #5 is 
program then calls the command CHANGE-TABLE. 
cleares INT!. INTls of all nodes are connected 
the INTI pin of node #5 is cleared the IOPs of 
seeking. The 
First node 115 
together. When 
all nodes are 
interrupted. Next, node #5 disconnects itself from the terminal 
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and sends its own node number (5) through Pl.4-7 lines to all 
nodes. All other nodes are now in the interrupt procedure and 
are looking for the Pl.4-7 lines. Node #5 sets the INT! pin. 
Then it sends NEW-ORDER, number 2 in this case, to all nodes 
through the serial line. When all nodes have received 
NEW-ORDER=2 and NODE-NUMBER=S, they are all ready to make the 
necessary changes to the table. 
First the nodes save the master-slave table from the order 
02 to ·04 to a temporary table TEMP-TABLE. Then they write 
node #5 to the third place (order 02) to the master-slave table. 
The temporary table without the last item is written right 
below node #5. The last item in the TEMP-TABLE is node #5 which 
has already been written to its new place in the master-slave 
table, 
Node #5 reconnects itself to the terminal and is ready to 
take the next command. All other nodes return from the 
interrupt procedure to the place where they were interrupted. 
3.7.8 QUIT and EXIT 
All commands can be terminated by entering Q (for QUIT) to 
the terminal. Q will take the program back to the
CHOOSE-COMMAND procedure. 
If the user wants to exit from CHOOSE-COMMAND and to select 
another node, EX ( for EXIT) takes the program to the procedure 
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WHICH-COMMAND. All nodes that were not selected are waiting in 
this procedure for the selected node to return. The highest 
master takes over the terminal and the user can select another 
node. 
3.7.9 Connect to the CPU 
The IOP and the CPU processors share the same serial input 
and output lines RXD and TXD. In order to prevent the 
simultaneous use of these lines, the serial reception (REN of 
SCON) is disabled in one processor and enabled in the other. 
This is the main function of the CONNECT TO CPU or CP command. 
The command CP interrupts the CPU with a bus request. The 
IOP then writes FOH to the address 9E20H (CPU-IOP byte) and 
disables its own serial reception by clearing REN. 
The CPU checks the address 9E20H after each bus request. If 
it finds FOH in that address, it first clears the address and 
then enables its own serial reception. The CPU is now ready to 
take commands. 
3,8 Procedures Common for Both the CPU and the IOP Programs 
There are tasks in the program that are performed so 
frequently that they are written into small procedu.res. These 
procedures are placed at the beginning of the program and they 
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involve mainly serial inputs and outputs, changing ASCII codes 
to hexadecimals and vice versa, These procedures are needed in 
the IOP and in the CPU because both processors have access to 
the serial lines. 
3.8.1 PUT-CHAR 
PUT-CHAR is a simple procedure that outputs a byte to the 
serial line TXD. First the program waits for the transmit 
interrupt flag TI in SCON to be set. As soon as the TI=! the 
serial buffer SBUF is ready to transmit a new byte. The TI bit 
is set automatically when the stop bit is sent out of the SBUF. 
The TI bit is then cleared in the software and the byte is 
written to the SBUF which initiates the transmission. 
One must be careful when using this procedure for the 
node-to-node connections where the timing is very important. To 
make sure that the rig.ht node receives the sent information, it 
is recommended to write after a CALL PUT-CHAR statement the 
following: DO WHILE NOT TI; END;, 
3,8,2 GET-CHAR 
GET-CHAR is a typed procedure, which means that it can be 
used as any function in the program. This procedure receives a 
byte through the serial input RXD. The software waits for the 
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receive interrupt flag RI to be set. RI=! initiates the serial 
reception. The RI is then cleared in the software and the byte 
is received frora the SBUF. The NODE-FLAG bit in the procedure 
tells if the data transfer occurs from another node or from the 
terminal to the node. If the byte is received from the terminal, 
it is echoed to the screen. 
3.8.3 PRINT 
PRINT procedure outputs a string of bytes that are stored at 
the addresses starting from STR-P. The procedure PUT-CHAR is 
called in a loop that increments the address until a zero is 
found at the address, This procedure is meant to output ASCII 
codes; therefore, it is to be used only as output to the 
terminal. 
3.8.4 ASCII-TO-HEX and HEX-TO-ASCII 
The procedure ASCII-TO-HEX converts ASCII codes to 
hexadecimals. Two bytes must be entered at a time. 
First the program checks if the first byte received is a
space or a carriage return. If it is either one, the DATA-FLAG 
bit is cleared and the program returns this first byte to the 
calling program. This feature is used in the WRITE-MEMORY 
command as a sign to skip some memory locations. 
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If the first byte is a number from O to F, its ASCII code 
byte is changed to hexadecimal by substracting 30H for numbers 
O to 9 and 37H for numbers A to F. This then is signed as the 
four most significant bits (HIGHB) of the returned value. 
The four least significant bits (LOWB) are made of the 
second byte entered. It is changed to a hexadecimal in the same· 
way as the four most significant bits. 
The HEX-TO-ASCII procedure converts a hexadecimal byte to a 
ASCII code. It simply reverses the previous process. 
3.8.5 ADDRESS SPACE 
ADDRESS SPACE is a procedure that takes an address and finds 
where the address is located. Each memory type has its own 
number. These numbers are shown in figure 9, The program 
returns a number from O to 4 to the calling program. This 
number is a useful tool and is used for example to find out if 
something must be written to the EEPROM. 
ON CHIP RAM 
8155 MEMORY 








Figure 9. Assigned numbers for the available memory types 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE MONITOR PROGRAM FOR THE CPU 
The CPU monitor program is short because the CPU's main 
function is to handle user programs. The flow char-t 
program is shown in figure 10. The procedures that 
to both the !OP and the CPU processors have 
dis-cussed in Chapter 3. The CPU has a command to 
of the CPU 
are common 
already been 
load a user 
program to the external RAM and a command to run a user program. 
In addition to these, there is a command to program the command 
register and the timer of the 8155 port expander. 
4,1 The Main Program 
The CPU is initialized almost in the same manner as the !OP. 
The differences involve interrupts, serial reception and Port 1, 
The external interrupt EX! is enabled. First the EA pin is 
set. This makes it possible to enable interrupts separately. 
Then EX! is s_et to enable the external interrupt (INTI). 
The REN bit of SCON is cleared to disable the serial 
reception. The serial input is first given to the !OP processor, 
Only when there is a com mand to the CPU processor will this 
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( START J 
\l'<ITIAL\IE THE CPU 
PROCESSOR 
...---, 
DI 5 A ME SERIAL 
REUPT\ON 
'wAIT FOR /li'l 
1NTERRUPT 
J 
GRAl'\T BUS 10 
\OP 








COMMA�D REG. LOAD GO 
OF 8155 
I I 
NO WANT ANOTHt .... yes 
C.QMM.A-N.D 
Figure 10. Flo� chart of the CPU monitor program 
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line open by setting REN. 
Right after the initialization of the processor, the program 
stays in a loop waiting for an interrupt. The IOP can interrupt 
the CPU for two reasons. It can interrupt because of a bus 
request, in which case, the CPU returns to wait mode. The CPU 
can also be interrupted to receive commands from the terminal. 
In this case the CPU finds FOH at the address 9E20H. The 
CPU-COMMUN bit is set and the program is released from wait 
mode. The external interrupt EXl, CPU-COMMUN and CPU-IOP bits 
are cleared. The screen is cleared and the text 
ENTER COMMAND FOR CPU 
is displayed. The program then calls the CHOOSE-COMMAND 
procedure. 
Unlike the !OP software where the program never returns to 
the main program, the CPU software goes back to the main 
program after no more commands for the CPU are given. 
4.2 Commands for the CPU 
The CHOOSE-COMMAND procedure first displays a '!' in the 
beginning of the next row. The sign '!' tells to the user that 
the CPU is receiving the commands. (The IOP uses a '*'.) The 
CPU chooses commands in the same way as the IOP does except 
that there are only three commands in the command table: 
COMMAND REGISTER, LOAD AND GO. A new command can be selected by 
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pressing any key except 'Q'. 'Q' will take the program back to 
the IOP. 
4.3 COMMAND REGISTER 
The 8155 has two 8-bit wide ports A and B and a 6-bit wide 
port C. The ports A and B can be either inputs or outputs. The 
port Chas four alternatives: inputs, outputs or two different 
combinations of control signals for Port A and Port B. 
The timer is a 14-bit down-counter that counts TIMER IN 
pulses and provides either a square wave or pulse when the 
terminal count is reached. The timer can be programmed to four 
different modes. 
The 8155 has five registers. The registers and their 
addresses are shown below: 
COMMAND REGISTER 9FOO 
PORT A REGISTER 9F01 
PORT B REGISTER 9F02 
PORT C REGISTER 9F03 
LOW-ORDER 8-BITS OF TIMER COUNT 9F04 
HIGH-ORDER BITS OF TIMER COUNT 9F05 
The command register of the 8155 is an 8-bit wide 'write 
only' register. The bit assignment of that register is shown in 
figure 11. 
The COMMAND-REGISTER command displays the following text to 
the terminal: 
P=PORT, T=TIMER 
The user selects either P or T. If Pis selected, the text in 
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the terminal continues: 
WHICH PORT 
The user selects either A,B or C. 
7 6 5 





PB PA l lDEFINES PA0•7 
DEFINES PB0_, 




� ENABLE PORT A INTfRRUPTi I= ENABLE 
0= DISABLE 
'--- ENABLE PORT B INTERRUPT 
TIMER COMMAND 1 ¢¢ = NOP 
¢I= 510P 
I¢= STOP AFTER TC. 
ll=START 
Figure 11,. Bit assignment of the command register 
4.3.1 Ports A, B and C 
Ports A and B can be defined as inputs or outputs. The 
command register allows also the enabling or disabling of the 
interrupts of these ports (see reference 2). If the user 
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chooses Port A or Port B, the text on the screen asks: 
!=INPUT, O=OUTPUT, R=INTERRUPT 
If input or output is selected, the PB or PA bit 
command regis-ter is changed to zero for input and to 




the register is kept in the CPU processor. All changes are 
always made in the command register and in the command register 
copy. 
If Port A or B interrupt is requested, the user is asked to 
specify if the interrupt should be enabled or disabled. For 
Port A, the !EA bit of the command register is set to one to 
enable the interrupt and cleared to disable it. For Port B, the 
!EB bit of the command register is changed accordingly.
Port C can be defined as input or output or it can be used 
as a control for Ports A and B. Figure 12 shows four 
alternative modes of Port C. 
ALT! defines the whole port as input. ALT2 defines the port 
as output. In ALT3, the pins PC3-5 are outputs and the pins 
PC0-2 have control function for Port A. In ALT4, the pins PC0-2 
control Port A and the pins PC3-5 control Port B. 
When Port C is used as a control port, the first of the 
three control bits is an interrupt that the 8155 sends out. The 
second is an output signal indicating whether the buffer is 
full or empty, and the third is an input pin to accept a strobe 
for the strobed input mode. 
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Pit-! ALT 1 ALT '2 ALT 3 ALT� 
PCO \ NPU• PORT OUTPUT POR.T A IN,R A INTll. (PORT 
( PO •T A IN TCR.UPT) A \NIER v..uirr)
PCI INPUT POll.1" OUTP\J'T PORT A �F (POU A A BF (Pon A 
t?U� f'E: R. FULL) P.iUfFE'R.. F\JU ... ) 
PC.� I NfuT Po•T OUTPUT POR.T A SiB (PORT A Th ( PORT , 
A $-CROBE) s 1 R.012,e 
PC 3 INPUT PORT 0UT?UT ?O!l..T 0UTP\J1' 'PORT B 11-<n (?Oll.11> 
\N-CSRRUPT)
PC� It< PUT PORT OUT PIJ1 Po�\ OUT PVT PORT B BF (Pon r., 
Bu FOEii_ FULL)
?CS \NPUT POR, OUTPUT 'l'OR.T OVT'?VT 1'0R"T B m \ Pon
STROBE) 
Figure 12. Port C control assignment 
Two bits in the command register are reserved for Port C 
(Pel, PC2). Figure 11 shows the bit combinations for each 
alternative. 
4.3.2 Timer 
The timer is a 14-bit down-counter. The bits TM2 and TMl in 
the command register are reserved for the timer, There are four 
commands to start and to stop the timer: 
1. NOP command (TM2,TM1=00) does not affect the counter 
operation. 
2. STOP command (TM2,TM1=01) does not affect the counter if it
has not started, but the counting is stopped if the timer is
runn.ing.
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3. STOP AFTER TC command (TM2,TM1=10) does not affect the
operation if the timer has not started. Otherwise, the timer is
stopped immediately after the present terminal coun-t is reached.
4. START command (TM2,TM1=11) loads mode and count length and
starts the timer immediately after the loading if the timer is
not presently running. If the timer is running, the new mode
and count length are started right after the present terminal
co·unt is reached.
After the user has chosen the timer in his command, the 
following text is shown on the screen: 
NOP=O,STOP=l,STOP AFTER TC=2,START=3 
The user enters the number that corresponds to the selected 
operation. Then the command registe·r and the command register 
copy are changed accordingly, 
4.4 LOAD 
If the user desires to load a program to the CPU processor, 
the iPDS in the ADSL is the easiest way to do it. If a program 
should be loaded to a node memory, the LOAD command of the CPU 
can do it.
The absolute file produced by relocating and linking the 
object file with the iPDS is not the code file that can be 
loaded to the node board. With the help of the Intel PROM 
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Programming System (iPPS) 1 t he absolute file is first loaded to 
the buffer where it is in the form that the 8751 microprocessor 
can use. This code file is copied to a disk. The serial output 
of the iPDS is connected to the interface board. Using iPDS, 
the code file is sent to the serial output. Note that it is not 
possible in the iPPS to send a file directly from the buffer to 
the serial output. 
For the LOAD command, both RS232C connectors of the 
interface board are used.One of them is connected to the 
terminal as usualy. The other connector is connected to the 
serial output of the iPDS. 
The LOAD command first displays to the terminal: 
MUST FIT TO RAM BOOO-B7FF 
This statement reminds the user to check that the program fits 
into the avai.lable memory space, The user then enters the 
starting address which must be between BOOO-B7FF. The question 
GO? Y/N 
appears next on the screen. At this point, the user should 
prepare the iPDS to send a code file from a disk ta, the serial 
output. When the iPDS is ready to transmit, the user enters 'Y"' 
to the Hazeltine terminal as an answer to the GO-? question. 
The CPU turns off INTO giving a signal to the 
its INTL The INTI of the IOP is connected 







from the terminal or from the iPDS. Normally, the HJTl of the 
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!OP is set on and the receive line of the terminal is selected. 
Only in the LOAD command is the INT! of the !OP cleared and the 
connection from the iPDS opened. 
Right after entering 'Y' to the terminal, the iPDS can start 
sending the code file to the network. When the file has been 
written to the RAM, the receive line is switched back to the 
terminal. The next available address is shown on the screen. 
Entering 'N' instead of 'Y' to the terminal takes the 
software back to the CHOOSE-COMMAND procedure. 
If the user wants to load a program to the EEPROM, the 
loading should still go into the RAM. From the RAM, the code 
file can be copied to the EEPROM. 
4.5 GO 
Even though the GO command is in the CPU, it must be 
selected through the IOP because this command starts the whole 
network. Only the !OP can send messages to other nodes. 
The !OP of the selected node asks the starting address of 
the user program. This address is stored at 9E40H and is sent 
to all other nodes. Then this !OP calls the procedure CPU. 
Right now, the starting address is used as a sign to the CPU to 
call the GO command. Later, with the help of an assembly 
language program, the starting address will be used as an 
address of a user program. 
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All other nodes are in the GET-CHAR procedure waiting for 
messages from the selected node. If these nodes receive 
anything other than O, they will call the CPU procedure. All 
nodes switch then to the CPU processor and the GO procedure is 
called. 
The user program must be inside the processor. The first 
executable statement must be labeled "USER" and the program 
must include a RETU�N statement, The user program is linked 
with the monitor program and then lo_aded into the processor 
(see reference 3). 
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CHAPTER 5 
USE OF THE NETWORK AND FINAL REMARKS 
Even though the monitor program of the network is written 
such that the user finds it easy to operate the network, there 
still might be some problems in setting up the system. Some 
assi.stance in starting the network is given in Section 5.1. 
Examples of the use of the dual processor serial network are 
presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
5.1 Setting Up the Network 
The following six steps should help the user to set up the 
system: 
I. Install the interface board to the right-most slot. The 
component side must face to right.
2. Connect the interface board to the Hazeltine terminal, There 
are two 22 pin connectors stacked one above the other on the 
interface board. The lower connector is for the terminal. The 
other side of the cable goes t·o the EIA connector on the back 
of the Hazeltine terminal. 
3. Prepare the terminal for the data transmission. See Chapter 
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2 for instructions for setting up the switches on the front 
panel. Then turn on the terminal. 
4. Install the node boards (as many as you need) in the same
card cage with the interface board. Start from the left
leave no empty slots between the node boards.
5. Turn on the power in the network. A master reset may be 
necessary. If you have set up everything correctly 
ENTER O FOR CONNECTION 
and 
is displayed on the terminal screen. The sender of this message 
is node Ill. 
6. From here on, the monitor program tells you what to do. See
Chapters 3 and 4 for detailed information about the commands.
5.2 Use of a Node Board 
Even using only one node board can be of significant 
assistance, especially for testing. A simple example is to test 
8 lights. They can be connected to the 8155 Port Exp-antler (50 
pin Scotchflex connector). Suppose the lights are connected to 
Port A. The user chooses the CPU command COMMAND-REGISTER and 
defines Port A as output. The IOP command WRITE MEMORY is then 
applied to write to Port A (address 9FO!H). The lights should 
turn on and off according to the data in Port A. 
The node board can be used to write to a 2817 (or a pin 
compatible) EEPROM. The data can be written directly to the 
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EEPROM with the WRITE MEMORY command. The data can also be 
loaded to the RAM and then copied from there to the EEPROM. 
These are just few examples of the use of a node board. A 
user can find many other applications. 
5.3 Use of the Whole Network 
The network is very useful in robotic applications. In fact, 
the dual processor serial network has already been used 
successfully on the ADSL robot arm. The user has to know the 
hardware and the software of the network as well as the 
hardware of the application, in order to be able to use the 
system. 
The user is advised to start with a simple program using 
only one or two nodes. The node-to-node connections are not 
difficult to establish once the user gets used to the exact 
timing his/her software requires. 
5.4 Final Remarks 
The possible applications of the dual processor serial 
network are endless. It can be used as a teaching tool f-or 
multiprocessor systems. It opens possibilities to many projects, 
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especially in robotics. Finally, the network itself is an 
endless project. With a creative mind, it can be expanded to a 
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OESIGNED bl No. 
APPENDIX B THE IOP MONITOR PROGRAM 
ISIS-II Pl/lt-51 VI. I 
!Df'll.ER INYIJ:ED BY: Pllfil :fl:l'G'UT.PSl IEBOO 
ff91{1..M(£) """"" 
I I l'DfITCfil oo: 
""-!ST 
5 I fECtME lfJII: BYJE; 
6 I !Ect.ME OU Lim!IUY 'Ortl, �'; 
7 I IECl.ARE CR LITERIUY 'Oifl'; ' I IECLARE 1F LJTER/0.Y 'OAH'; ' I fECtME EDI) BYJE: 
JO I IEtlARE IIATA..fl.AG BITl 
JI I IEC!..ME IU1!fR BYJE: 
12 I !El.ARE hBUOCIITICN lmD: 
13 I IEC!..ME O'JfilHfJI BASED HEll..l.OCIITl(Jl BYTE AUIILIARY; " I IEll.ARE {f£lll.lX:H,tEILUQ.J BY1E AT !.tflll.rometn: 
15 I IEC!..ME Lm;TH arm 
16 I IECLME ll.D..Sl'ACE BYTE! 
17 I J:EC1.ME NEU?ACE BY1E: 
18 I J:EC1.ARE CPIU!JI BYTE AT f05£20fll AUULIARYl 
19 I fECtME EVENT BYTE; "' I m:t.ARE LOCATH ADmESS: 
21 I IEctARE GOLOCH BYTE AT !9E40HJ AUXlllMYt " I IEC1..ME GOLOCl BY1E AT {9E-41Hl MILIARY; 
23 I !EC1.ME LOCATICN lmfll 
24 I IEC1..ME CCffl9lT BASED LOCATICN BYTE AUXILIARY: 
25 I IEa.ME fl.OCH,UO..) BYTE AT i.LOCATICN); " I !Ea.ME l"AIN..CTWTENT BASED LOCI. BYTE f'VIIH; " I rEC1..ME MIH...DlflOOJI BASED J£W..l.lXl. BYTE HAIHl "' I J:Er1.ME fl,JI BYTE: 
29 IECLAAE OW? BYTE! 
30 !Ea.ME IHTEMI.PT...AO:H BIT AHOA7H) REG; 
31 IEll.ARE NY..JlllEJU!f£R BYTE; 
32 I !Ea.ME l'fY_CllltWTER...MJI BYTE! 
33 I 1EC1.ME PfY_VOTEJ..lUIER BYTE: 
34 I IEClME /1Y_VOTE2.Jl.l'!BE! BYTE; 
35 I !£ct.ARE JUIIEUF ..HX£S BYTE: " I I£a..AAE RA11C BYTE! 
:fl I IECt..ARE l"t'ISTER..TArl.£115! BYTE AT (09£00Hl AUXILIARY; " I !Ea.Al£ TElf' _TAEt.El!SJ BYTE AUULIARY: " I 1ECLARE A am; 
40 I IECl..ME VOTEl2l BYTE: " I IEll.ME IDf' BYTE; " I I£ClME K'LlERtlIIW.....JUfiER BYTE: " I I£C1.ARE IAO,All BYTE: .. IEC!..ME RCUaJ em:: " !Ea.ME (PSTMT, f'ENDl BYTEl " I IEa.ME SID'! BYTE! ., I Im.ME PllIE...FlJii BIT: ., I IEl.ME TElf' ..BIT Bm 
49 I IEll.ARE E\91'1 BYTE: 
5-0 I IEC1.ME E\91'2 BYTE: 
.51 I !Ea.ME !liJER am:: 
52 I IEll.ARE tEILOOCER BYTE; 
54 
" 001.ME OOIElBa:I am; " im..M: K BYTE! 
I I 
/tTHIS INTEmlf'T PROCElll!E IS l.l5fll ll£H A l«JIE WIWTS TO GET TO A HlGER LEVEi.. 
IN TJ£ MSJER..SJNE TAa..E.1/ 
55 2 lHTEmt.PT-ow«:ffitX:EIXllE INTERfflJ'T 21 " 2 NJftR = SI HPl,-41: 
57 2 P!"'lPl fl£I 1111000081 CR IOIIE!; " 3 00 lflllf OOT RH 
59 3 "'" .. 2 RI='.I: 
61 2 tEll.!JUER,:SB,F; 
" 3 00 WHILE l'IASTER...TAfl.E{Cf!WllotU1££R; 
63 3 TElfl_TAll.£iOOIERJ "'lfASlER...TAEl.EIORIERll 
/,I 3 �1: 
1,5 3 ..,, .. 2 CRIER..ENlJ " lll!ER: 
" 2 l!ASTER...TAll.E{/El,LCll!(RJ " tlJIBEil: 
68 3 00 OO£ER = I+! TO CR[£R_Bfll; " 3 l'WISTEL TAil.EUEll_l !lEl)=IDf' _TAII.EC!Jl!El-1) I 
70 3 ..,, 
71 1 EJm IHTERRtFLOWG: 
I I 
/fTHIS PROCErulE OOTPUTS A CfW!ACTER TO TIE 'JERIIIIW... 00 TO MOTlETi f«l!£. t/ 
n 2 PU )W!: PROCEl.llfCCI-MJ: /if'RlNT A Dm JU sa.ft/ 
2 rEll.ME OWl: BYTE; 
74 ' 00 IIIILE OOT TI: /ilJIIIT TILl READY FOO oorruw 
75 ' END; 
7b 2 TI='.I; 
77 2 SBlf:QIARl 
78 1 END PlJLCW#!I 
I I 
/+lli!S PROCErulE RECEJ\.IS A ctWlACTER FRll llE fall(. 1/flJT, IF JT ctl£S FRCfl 
TIE TERl!IWL lT JS EOm FACl(.f/ 
79 2 (E_QM:PflOCE!UlE BYTE ; /f.f£r OM FRCN SB.f' ""'° EOE ITt/ ., 2 1£1lliE OM BYTE: 
81 3 00 WHILE J«lT RJ: /fill!IT TILL nm JS Jtf'lll',1/ 
82 3 "'" 
83 2 RI:01 .. 2 -·
85 2 IF N'JT Nl!E...fl..AG l1EN OU FUT-DWIHlW!J;/tECII) IF FEEJVED FRO! TJ£
TE!it!Ilw.t/ 
87 2 !El.ffiCOWU: .. 1 ENO GEUIW!; 
I I 
/tTH!S PROCElRE PRI!lTS A IESSla: TO TI£ Tm!Itw...1/ 
" 2 PRINT: PROCEilRE{S1R.P)i 
55 
" 2 IECLM!: STR..P AD!llESSl /.fflf!INT Jill. TE!iT1INATED SlRl� R£SIDI!ii IN fiffl f¥il 
POINTED AT BY STILl't/ " 2 lECl.ME OM BA.SED s� BYTE COHSTAHn 
92 3 00 II/ILE OW!OO: /+TILL IUL. TEliT1INAT001/ 
93 3 CfU. PUf_OWl(OWIJI 
94 3 S11Lf':rSTR..P +11 
,s 3 END: " I END PRINT: 
I I 
/+THIS PROCfIUi£ r;as "' ASCII r.ore: FRCfl Tf£ SER!fi. BtFFER MD CCJNERTS IT ro
A fEXAltCIIW.. M BYTES l'IJST BE Effl'EREDt/ 
97 2 ASCILTIUEX: FmElJiE BYTE: " 2 IEll.ARE HIGHB BYTE; " 2 cm.ARE LOO BYTE: 
100 2 rECLARE A BYTE: 
IOI 2 IECUiRE B BYTE; 
102 2 OOAJN: DAT�IB: 
103 2 A:(E.JlWU "" 3 IF A--200 CJI A:000 THBf 00: /tIF SPACE CJI CMRIAG£..RfJlei m:EI'/al RETUlNf/ 
106 3 DATILFI.AG=OB: /*WITH IJATit..FtAG=l)fl 
107 3 .,_, 
100 3 GO TOR: 
109 3 END: 
110 2 IF A - 300 <= 'i'lf TIEN HIGm = A - xiH; 
112 2 8.SE HIGl9 = A - 37ff ; 
113 2 HlGIB = SH.. fHIGm,4ll 
114 2 B:GELC!Wl: 
115 3 IF B=2'lll TIEN oo: 
117 3 rJt.L P!JLOWHOSH); /t!F g,,a RECEIVED TIEI INSERT 00 BACK-1/ 
118 3 CIU PUT_ctwmao; /tSPACES � GO TO AGAINI/ 
119 3 GO TO OOAIN: "" 3 "'" 
l2l 2 IF B -300 C= 9H TIEN LCM! = B - »B 
123 2 El.SE LCWB = D - 37H ; 
124 2 ru,\q = HIGIB + LW!l : 
125 2 R: �ICWfi); "' I EMl ASCILTO..JEX: 
I I 
/+THIS f'ROCm.ft" Tl¥:ES A BYTE A9I nE >EmY §II caMJITS IT TO A ASCII COC£ 
f#l!l sams IT TO SBl.ft/ 
127 2 IEL TO..ASCII:PROCm.r,£iDATA): 
128 2 [ECl.ARE DATA em: 
129 2 tta..ME C BYIEJ 
1:,0 2 C:::SI-R(W!TA,4); 
131 2 IF 09H TIEN C=C+37H; 
133 2 8.SE C=C+30H; 
134 2 CIU Pl/T_DWl{Cl! 






143 3 "' ' 
145 3 "' ' 
147 1 
148 2 


































/fTHIS PROCmH: sems A STRJ)I; 1F SPACES*/ 
SPla::PROCEIJlRE: 
J:O; 





/fTHIS PROCm.RE REQ.ESTS T1£ M FRIJ1 TlE Cf'U+f 
BUS...REG:PROCm.R::; 
INTO=O; /f58il A SIGH lWIT TI£ llJS JS tEEIEDt/ 




/fl}IJS PROCErulE DISPLAYS T1£ TYPE IF AVAILABLE l'E'lRIES IIITH TIEIR 
AlltflESSESf/ 
ADifESS..TA!l.E: l'RO'.ElllEl 
C1t.L PRINTf.(CR!.F, 0) ll 
l=U 
00 1111!.£ I<S7Dl 
Clll.l PUT-CHARC31111: 
I=I+I! "'" 
OU PRINT(.CCR!.F,'tMIN RM', OJ ll 
N.JIEER:2Hl 
CIU SPACE: 
00..PRINT!,C'ff'CIITEXP,', 01 II 
CIU PUTJ)Wl(20Hll 
CIU PRINT{,('IP.EXP.REG ', OJ H 
ClU PRINTl.!'tEEPRO'I', OJ ll 
NJIBER---4H: 
CA!.L SPACE! 
C:U PRINT(,('tRfil", OJ J; 
/UiER=71i: 
CIU SP.AC£: 
CIU PRINTl,l'f', m.F, 01 ); 
ctil PRINT!.('t0000-007F f9E00-9EFF �00-9F05 ', OJ J: 
Cfil PRJNT!,f'IAl300--NFF t8000-B7FF f', Cl!LF, OJ J: 
J;t! 
00 llill.E I <S7D: 
CtU f'UT_IJM! 3ffil I 
I=l+t; "'" 
CAil. PRJNT(, ICRI.F, 01 ll 
57 
182 ' �, 
183 l END AD�TAfl.E: 
I I 
/ITHIS PROCEIUlE DISPLAYS A TABLE CF AU. anwIDS WJTII TIEIR ABS!EVIATICNSt/ 
184 ' IDtlAN!l.. TAII.E:PROCEilllEl 
185 2 rA..L PRINT!. CClll..F, 'C{JtW{D..TAll.El ',OJ Ji 
186 ' CALL PRINTC.{OU','IIJ' C(lf'Wil!W,Ol J; 
187 ' CALL PRJNTC. CCRL.F,' AT:::AtlmESS TAll.E',O) J; "' ' CALL PRINT{, {Cill..F,' CO=CCPY'' OJ JI 
189 ' CALL PRINT{. !CRL.F,' CP=CCNECT TO O\I' ,OJ ll 
190 2 C1U PRJlm. ICill..F,' CT=CClt'AND TAllE',01 J; 
191 ' rA..L PRINT{, ICill..F,' DJ:::[lfSFlAY',01 II "' 2 CtLl PRINTl.(Clll..F,' EX=EXIT FRlll TJ£ Pll[E'.,OJ " 
193 ' CALL PRIHH, ll'.m.F, ' t£=0Wa: MSTER....TAll.E',Ol l: 
194 ' CALL PRINT!, (CRL.F,' htt=tl!JTE TO l'EDW ,OJ J; "' ' CALL PRINT(.{Cill..F,'CFU CCfflANl)S:',Ol )I "' 2 ctll. PRINT!, tc.Rl..f,' Or-CltlWIJ �CUSTER CF 9155' ,OJ l; 
197 2 CALL PRJNT!,UR.F,' LO=!.OAD E£PRCl1' ,0) ) I "' ' CALL PRIHH, lCIU,' OO=STMT USER P!iOORAII' ,0) ); "' 2 �· 
200 l ENl CIJWIILTABLE: 
I I 
/tJHJS f'ROCEilH" DISPLAYS n£ lrlSTER..SLAVE TABl.£t/ 
'" ' l'ISlffi.. TAII...E:PROCm.RE: "' ' C'tLL B.IS..JEll: 
203 3 00 mIE!=O TO IDIBER..CfJKlI£S-1: "' 3 crt1 PRnm.rau.01 i: "" 3 CrU. !El.To...ASCIJ(OOIER)l 
206 3 CALL PRillfl, (' ',OJ ll 
207 3 ctil J£LTD..A&:II!MSIER...TAIU'(OO!ERJ J; '°' 3 "'" "' ' IHTO=ll /ff!fLEla: 11£ 9.JSJ/ 
210 2 IE!llNl 
211 l END l!SlER...TAa.£; 
I I 
/iTIIIS PROCErulE sams A �SSAli: TO ALL NXES TlilT TI/IS /fl[£ WANTS TO HAVE A 
HIGEI POSITIOH IN TIE l'IISlER..StAVE TAft.E. TIE TA!l.£ IS TtEH awm.1/ 
212 ' OIINL TAR..E: ffiOCmllE (IEILCR!ERJ; 
213 2 IECLARE tELCRrER BYTE; 
214 2 JNTl=O: '" 2 P1=!P1 fill 000011111 Cff ·stl.(IIY.lm-'UIBER,411 
21' ' .,,., 
217 2 .,,., 
218 2 """'' 
219 2 ACC=O: 
220 2 .,,., 
221 ' INTI=!: 
"' ' PSTART=iJ>I i'tID 11110000Bl CR OOOOOOOIBl 














































00 Pl " PSTART TO PEND: 
OU PlJT_OWW-EU:WERll 
END: �· 
00 llfILE WISTER...TA!l.EC(R!ERJO NY...lll[EJU'IEIEf 
1EPF _TABLE!mlERJ=!IASTER..TAll.E!Cll!EII; 
OOIEr-llUER t l; 
END: 
l'IASTER.. TAB.E<IEW..rmERl=HYJ«Jl£...llftlER! 
00 CfUEI = /f31_QUER+I TO t:fl1'ER..Elfl; 





/fTHIS PROCElUlE FIMIS n£ TYPE Cf IEU{Y lfERE fM AlllMSS IS LOCAlED f/ 
ADffiESS..SPACE: PROCElXllE {ADmS) BYTEl 
r££l.ME ADif!S IUIDI 
ma.ARE CLASS avm
rea.N£ TEii' am: 
r£CI..ME TElR BYTE: 
IDf':HJGHfADmSJ: 
100..=llll!ADll!S); 
IF IDf'XK»i TIEN Q..ASS=ID!I 
IF TElf'>9DH 1iEI a.ASS=:IHI 
IF TElf>>9Eff TIEN 1l.ASS---2Hl 
IF 1Elf')=9Fff � TBf'L.)()5i n£N ClASS=Ofli; 
IF TE!t')M7ff TIEN C1..ASS"'3HI 
IF 1Elf')()J1'H 11EN llASS=4H; 




/tTHIS PROCm.1£ DISPUIYS 11£ COOTOO Cf 16 ADOOESSES STARTI11j WITH TIE 61'.Bi 
AD[flESS A'lD LEA'S 00 S?ACES BETIIIDI DATAf/ 
DJSf'LAYll'ROCEIUlEI 
lECl.ME MTI\ B'fTEI 
UJP:Cltl. PRINT (.fC!U,"l\llMESS:',CRI..F,0) J;/IT/i:E A /£11 AllmESS � ST!E IT+/ 




I::O; /if'RIHT T1£ Cl1lTENT Cf 16 A!llflESSES LEAVING*/ 
00 WILE I<lb: /fl'l,IJ SPOCES BEllEEN TIEl'lf/ 
Cltl. PRINT!.(' ', 01 I! 


















































/t!F IN TJ£ EllmW.. /EUIY REQEST TI£ aJSstf 
/ffROII TIE Cfll. f/ 




/tlllJS F'flO:EAl'I TA.1:ES TIE ADmESS Fiil SRllS TIE CCffTENT a: �T ADffiESS lllfll 
ALSO SRllS T1E com:NT (F 1EXT JS �. ClMEffl"S CAN IE lllDJFIED 
BY loRITirt; n£ to COOTEHT IE.Bl nE (l.] 0£..1/ 
IIIITE.JEl1JRY: PROCm.Jlf; 
IECl.ME DATA BYTE: 
t£a.JilE mt: BYTE: 
au PRINT l. cau. OJ l: 
START:l:!U PRINT!,(' ADOOEss:',CRl.f,OJ H/fTfil: A 1Ei1 � film STOOE ITf/ 




a:wr: I=O: /fffi!NT TIE OJm1fT Of 16 ADIRESSES LEAVIll,f/ 
00 II/ILE J<l6; /ITW SPIICES l£TIEEN llENtf 
CJU. PRINT{,(' ', Ol ); 















/tlF IH 11£ amaw.. ll:1IOOY TIE BUS IS f/ 
/ffEE!El AlCtf T1£ Cf'U.t/ 
/lfll\lE T1£ Clf!SCA E.lll n£ FIRST DATAf-1! 
l21 3 fNDj 
"' 2 


































LOCATIOFI.OCATNl /-»W<E CWlaS TO. TIE DATf!f/ 
00 lliILE LOCATIOO<l...OCATHl-lOHl 
DATA=A.5CILTOJEX! 
IF 1111 DATJULAG MD Il<lTA=CR Tl£N 00 TO Xl 
IF tllT DATA..FLAG filJ DATA:20H n£N Cft.l PU1-0WIC2QiJ; 
ELSE OO; 
IF LOClf:O TIEN MIILCCMENT=DATA; 
El.SE OO; 
Cfil�l 




CSll. PRINT!.(' ', OJ l! 
LOCATIC8=1.0CATIGl+1l '"" 
CALL PUT .. CIWHCR>: 
X:CSIL PRINT{.(' 
LOCATIOIFLOCAnli 
'• OJ ll 
00 WHILE LOCATICW<l..OCATH+1Cfl /if'RINT TIE PEI COOENTS f:f" JO �t/; 








CALL PRIKH. (' ', OJ J; 
CIU PRINT(,(ClU, OJ); 
LOO'ln+=lOCATICW: 
CALL IELTO..ASCIHLOCilll 
CALL IE' .. To..ASCIHLoctl; 
CIW!=GET .. Ctt\111 
IF OW!=CR TIEN 00 TO START; 
IF Ciil'iRO'O' Ti£N GO TO COO; 
�, 
Ertl 1,RJTE.JEl'imY; 
/tSIOl 1l£ IEXT ADIJ1ESSt/ 
/fCMRIAC.E REl1llN ENJEREil IF AMmE1 t/ 
/tIS WllHTED.t/ 
I� TO CHXlSE...C(tf!A CN.Y IF QUIT t/ 
/fIS EKTERED.t/ 
I I 
/t1ilIS P!lOCEilllE CCPIES 1.a«rrH lfflEER f:f" DATA FRlll LOCATION IN TI£ EXTmw... 
l'El'ffiY TO lflUOCATictf IN 11£ EXTERtW.. Ill MIN IEmY STARTil«i FRCII 
u:r.ATifflt/ 
61 
""' ' l()IJEll:ffiOCEIUlEI 
"' 2 C{tl lll5..REG; 
370 3 00 I=1 TO l.B(ffil; 
371 • 00 llllLE t()T TOI 
372 ' ""' 
373 3 IF t£W..l..OCH=() 1lEN MIN...O'.IITENT...H=COOOO"I 
375 3 a.sE OlfTOO..H=CCff!OO; .,,. 3 LOCATillFI.OCIITJctl t 1: 
m 3 IEIU.CCATlllt "' tEIUOCATICH + 1l 
378 3 ""' "' 2 IHTO=J; 
"' EN!l 11<)',g:X: 
I I 
/tlllIS PROC:EtlllE CCPIES Lm3TH /Uf!ER CF I):ITA fRCl1 LOCATICN IN Tl£ EXmHL 
1'Ellln' TO IEil.LOCATIOO IN TJ£ E11EJiHll! CR MIN l'ElfiY STMTilli FR1J1 
LOCATICff + l.BErn.Tf 
381 ' �1:F'ROC:Eil.llE1 
"' ' LOCATJllf=lOCATlllt + LE?.6TlH; "' 2 /Ell.OCATI�OCATJm+l..8,IJJ}f--11 
"' 2 C{tl RJS.JifG; "' 3 00 I=! TO LOOTH1 "' • DO llllLE tlJT TOl
,m ' "'""' 3 IF LOCH:O TIEI CCtllEHrJMIAIK....COOEHT1 "' 3 ELSE C!llTENT..N=CCIITENJ; 
391 3 LOCATIW:1..00mc1r11 
392 3 !£lU.oc.ATICH=l6 ... l.OOmot-1: 
393 ' "'" "' 2 INTO=t; 
395 END REVERSt.lll','Elll 
I I 
/ITHIS PROCEil.ff: Ctl'IES L.El«iTil tu1a:R CF DATA FRCJI LOCAT!l'Jrl IN Miff t£l'mY 
TO t£1UOCATJOO IN Tl£ Ji(lfN IEDIY STMT!rt:i fRCl1 LOCATI!ll. t/ 
"' 2 Ml�X:�; 
m ' 00 1=1 TO lm'.int; "' 3 MI/UOOENT_M;NAJN...COOOO'; "' 3 LOCl=LOCl.. + 1; 
400 3 tBU.OCl.. = PEU.OCl t 1; 
,01 3 ""' .., 1 em MIN ... mvm:
I I 
/+THIS PROCmlE Ol'IES LOO»l Ml!IEl (f DAT!'\ FR1J1 LOCATIOO IN MIN l'EUIY 
TO 16....LOCATI(N IN THE l'VIIN f'EmY STMTI!li FRll'\ LOCATIIW + L.E?£TH. t/ 







































• ., 2 
"' 3 
LOCl..=lOCl. + LENGTH-!; 
tEU.00.:=tEUOCl.+I.Dtffil-I: 
00 I=J TO l.Elmil! 
t'ltIN...CCNTEHT..H=MIN...CCM'ENTI 
LOCt:t.oct-H 
PEJUOCL=HElll.OCt.-1 I ""' 
EM! �!NJll',�XXl 
,������������������--------</ 
/fTliJS FPOCmJlE !XfIES rffl SIZE CF a.ocx TO A � LOCATill'fot/ 
IUIE:Ci'tl. PRINTC.!cm.F,'Sll.RCE:', 0) ); 
lOCH=ASC!LTOJEX; /lf£r Tt£ ll..D AHD tEl ADrfifSS IViJ TIE L£Nml f/ 
LOC1.::ASCJI_TOJ£Xl /l{F 11£ B.oc.:K TO BE W'IED1l 
CAll PRINT(.(' !ESTJNATICf4:', OJ/; 
l£W...1.00i:,ASIUOJ£I; 
IEIU.OCl..=ASCIJ_TO.J£l; 





IF ClD..sFACE=O AN) IEILSPAC!"=O TIEN 00: 
IF LOCATICWOEIUOC.mctl TIEN CAl.L RE\ERSE...Mitull'JEXX! 
asE CAl.L t'ltIK..1'J'.'EXX: "'" 
El.SE 00! 
IF LOCATI(fl(J£IUOCATJ(N n£H CAil. �Xl 
aSE Cfil 1'1110X; ""' 
OWr-ln _QJAA: 
IF OWIO'Q' n£H 00 TO tmEI 
I I 
lflllIS PROCro.RE GIVES TIE SERI!¥. LIPES TO f,£ CPU. TIE HP DISAH.ES ITS 
SERii:t. RECEPTIOO DY CI..EARJto !El ttfTIL IT RECEIVES ZERO CW IHlEifit.PT..Aern 
PIN.ti 
CPU..IIP=OFO!il /tGI',£ TifE SI� TO TlE CRf TO Tiv::E � TIE SERut. LJIES1/ 
IU=OI /*DISAa.E SERii:t. RECEPTICtff/ 
JNT0:-11 










































IF lNTO=O TIEN !NTl=O: "'" 




/tTHIS PR!XEUlE STARTS A USER f'RtG).AII IN n£ O'U t/ 
USEILOO:PROCEIU£: 





00 I=l TO tum:R..!f'..tmS; 
Pl=fPl AND llllOOOOBl (JI I: 
CALI. M..awl:100.0Ctu; 
CAU. PUTJJil'�HOO..OCI..)! 
00 lfULE tfJT Tll "'" 
CAU. CPU: ""' 
END USER....00: 
I I 
/tlHJS PROCEIUiE DlSPl.AYS til TIE AVAILABLE CCIWIHnS. TI£ USER !E..ECTS n£ 
LESJRED catWm Nil n£ PR!l1WI WlU. COOI/tE WITH Tii\T CIJtW,IIJ l'ROCEIUlE.t/ 
OlOSE..OJtWilllf'ROCIDJlEI 
cm..ME cmwm IO!ll;
[(Cl,Al;f IHI!im'I, WOJIJ BYTE AT !.row.ND); 
IECU'n COll'WilSf12l � OlmAffT/'111', 'AT', 'CO', '11:', 'DI', 'EX', 'Cf', 't!T', '60', 'CP', 'CR', 'LD' J; 
CAU. rutWfil...TABI..E! 
ClLL PRINT(. (Ol.F,Ol H 
E'.'cR...l.lXF:Cfli PRitlT(.{'t', Ol ll 
HIGOC!ll=GELDIM: /tfiECEIVE A Till LETTER catWm.1/ 
Laatl=(E _OJAR: 
IYIIER-=O; /*MTOi TI£ CCtt'llNIJ wrrn o::nwm TAa.E.•t
00 IIIILE C(»t'ANI) 0 CCH'IIN!lSIOOJERJ; 
CRIEl=CIIDER+l: 
IF CJtD8RXH TIEN OO; 
CALL PRINT(. (Cfll.F, '0£CK COl'WID', Ol lJ: 
00 TO BBB: "'" "'" 
IF OOIER>BH TIEN CIIIER=9Hl /tril O'U CCffl';NDS CAl.l CPU.ti 





494 4 "' . "' . 






















522 •,,, . 
524 4 
"' 4 













C1U PRJNTf, l!R.F, 'HBI ORCel: ',0) ); 
IEII..CfU);R--ASCII-TOJEXI 
OU. owa..TAlllE!IEILOOIERI: "'" 
DU DISPLAY: 





BBS:ctLL PRINTl.fCll.F, 0) ll 
00 TO Bm..LOCP: 
AS:PSTART=fPI 1WD 11110000B) 00 OOOOOOO!B: 
Pal}:(PI liiD UUOOOOBJ 00 IUIEEUf'...NOIES: 
00 Pl =PSTMT TO PEH!ll 
CltJ. PIJLOMlO); 




/f THIS PROCmllf FINDS OOT )lf!CH lllfE 11£ USER IWl'J"S TO CF'ERATE.1/ 
IIHOLJm: PROCEIUE! 
Il;CI.ME 1tlLIUIE£R BYTE! 
lEC!JlRE TIU: LITEruUY '1 ': 
00 lllILE TRLE: 
IF tu!BER..IF .JfJIES=J ll£N DO; 
Pl=NY_:rmmW.JUIBER: 
CIU OOJS£..catWlll 
00 TO IXX; "'" 
IF lff�TER..TAR...E!OJ T1EH 00! 
Pl=lff_TE!fflIIW..JU!BER; 
DU PRINT!. fm.F, 'llilCH lfJCE: ',OJ )l 
!aE...JU!IEr-ASCJLTDJIEX: 
OM : MJl£.Jl.tllER; 
PSTMT=lPI � 11JlOOOOBI 00 OOOOOOOIBl 
f'END=(Pl JW:J U110000B) CJi IUIBER...CF.JlJ!ES; 
00 K=PSTMT TO ffim; 
Pl=t:'1 
CN.l. PULOWHOi!Rll 




543 4 ,.. 4 '" 4 "' 4 '" • 





555 4 "' 4 
551 4 "' • "" 4 
Sil • 
562 3 "' 1 
,... 2 
565 2 "' 2 


















IF OWl=t!Y..Hl!E..IUIBER nEN OO: 
Pl=NY_'JERNJNILKtfBER; 
cttl. CID.JS£...ctJWIID: "'" 
8..SE OO; 
P1:lP1 (jll HUOOOOBl 00 CWl!l 
tAll. �Gl 
OClOCl�LOW!: 
GCl.00... = GEf_ffiM:: 





/f M MIH PROOW1 tf 
/IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIHIUUUIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIUIJIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHUUUHIU/ 
rnmoo: mmrut.m: IBE PROCESSre11 
TfflclJillUOS; /fl� -2 TO TIU•/ 
secfi=0101001oa:1• 1J£ SERIAi. D.ll1m.. IHITIAI..IZED TO 8-BIT ltllf:1-f/ 
nt'.lD=OOIOIXlOOD!/fTIIERI INITIIUZED TO 8...BIT AUl'OOEl..CWJ f'KllEt/ 




Pl:()f"lff: /tTO FIND ITS M l«l!E IUftR n£ F'ROO;S&fi 
0£1:KS TI£ RECEIVE LIIES. ITS 1111( RECEI',£t/ 
00 llfllE RlD: /tlUE IS Cll'fECTED TO oorum.1/ 
Pl::f'l+l; 
END: 
l'IYJ«lILlfJ'IBER=l AND OOOOUUB: 
IUl!Er-Slfl:fNY ..IGE.JlJNle-1,21; 
l(V_VCJTEl�--4+flfflERl 
l'IVIUTE2.JU!IER---4+(1'1YJ{JIEJIJ1f£Jj-! fll) 0011Bll 
l'fY _'JERl1J!W....JU11lEJr- fHJT(l'IYJ«JOC...tffl!E-1 l ,4) I 
lF NY.JIJ£E..MRIBER=I TIEN oo; /IIF J Alt TI£ tlllE 11, I Alt l'DEMTMILY t/ 










































It TIE TERNitw..t/ 
P1=KY-TE!'ll1INAUUl9ERI 
CAil. PRIHfl.1126,JOl,OJ J; /IC!.EM 1lE SO!EEN A\lll PRINT A /£�f/ 
CALL PRINT<. !CRI.F,Ol J; 
CALL PRINH.l'ENTER O FCfl CCNECTICJ.ll ', 0) l: 




00 I=I TO 501 
Cfi1. TlPEC200J; "'" 
PSTMT=IIUOOOIB; 
POOl=llllOOOOB OR /OlllER....CfJmS; 
00 Kcf"STMT TO FfM[l; 
PI=Kl 
CALL PtJT..DWl(NJ!BER..CF..IDDESJ; 






/tllliES DTIER nlrlH Im tJ RECEIVES Ti£ 1U1EER 
CF N'.Ir.ES IN USE FlliJ'I TIE /ll!E IJt/ 
00 lf!IJ.£ IW«Ol.N!IER...Cf ..m!ES! 
IF MTA..FLAG Tl£H 00! 
VOlEIRCUIDl=SI-R!PI, 4 J; 
IF VOTE(RCUllll=JlllB TIEH OO; /1!F l«lBOIJY SENT A ZERO I TRYI/ 
IF RCUID=0 l1l£N PJ=RCI.C 11111 U OB,l!'UIOTE1...K.11'1££RJ ; 
8..SE Pl =R!l.C 111111109, NY _IJOTE2.....'t.ffil8U l ""' "'" 
67 
"" • VOTE!Ra.fflll=SHIHP1 ,4 l ; 
631 ' 00 llill.E VOTE(ROUNDl=1l111!; "" ' VOTE!Rrul!ll�!P1,4l: 
633 ' "'" 
"' 4 I=:ll "' • ml'.J!IT:J; 
"' ' DO lllJLE 1Bf' ..BIT: 
631 ' IDf' ..l!IT"800...EAN(\IOTE IRCU!Dl l; "" ' l=I+I: 
639 ' \JOTE!Rrul!ll=RCEIVOTE!Rllltrnl, 1 J; 
64-0 ' "'" 
1,41 ' IF BlJID=O TIEN OOl 
6'3 ' 00:I-H "' ' I=I+3: "' ' ""' "' ' ELSE OO; 
6'7 ' l1ASTER... TAll.E !RAHKl::.litAOtil "' ' PI=J11JOOOOB: 
6'9 ' CfLI.. IELTILAStII !MSlELTAll.EIRPJf<J ); 
650 6 00 lllllE OOT TI; 
651 6 ""' 
652 ' "'" 
655 ' 00 t:::::l!UOOOIB TO 111100001! 00 tumfR....Cf.J«JIES; /1 TI£ l«'.lIE t1 SlNll A ZERO TO EACHt/ "' ' Pt=K: /J. 1{[£, WAITS FIJI rift � AHDfl 
655 ' IF RaMl=O TiEN CIU PIJT_OIAR(IJ; 
IS! ' EL& CfLI.. PIJLCI-M!MSTER..TAa.E!RANKJ)f "' 6 00 lflILE t«:IT Tii 
659 6 "'' 
W) ' "'' 
661 ' Pl=.111IOOOOB; 
662 • "''
663 • ELSE 00:"' • tm...Fl..AG=U
"' 4 VOTE {RCUID)=9fHPI, 4 l!
666 ' IF lf:fr DATA...FLAG TlEf 00!
668 6 00 lfllLE VOTEIRO..Nll=lll!B:




673 • IF RCUID=O THEN I=l'.�'LOWl! 
675 ' El.SE WISTER..TABl.E(RAlf(J=<B_DW!: 
676 ' t«JIE...FI..AG:01 
677 ' "" 
678 3 If Rll..N!l=O J'tffi JOlfVJOTEl.JfflBER TlfN DATA...fl.AG=-0; 
"" • IF ROl.liD=l TIEN 00:
68 
"' • DATA.RJG::1; 
683 5 DO J=0 TO RAN(; ... 5 IF l'!ASTER..TABLE(RtH<la:m'JE!E.Jllti!ER Tl£N DATA...Fl..AG=O: "' 5 "'" 
l,fil • RAN(=IWl(tl; "' 4 END, 
"' 3 flG.Hl=:RllNDtl l 
6,0 3 IF RWID=2 TIEN ROUIID=Ol 
692 3 ""' 
693 3 IF l'!ASTER..Tilll..E(Ol=lfY..JiOIEJf.tlBER Tl£N 00! 
695 3 Pl=fl'f_"TER?!I�l 
69' 3 CfU PRINTC.{Cil.F,'IIASTER:lfJr£ 11',0lH "' 3 CAl.l IEX..Til...ASCil(MSTE'LTA!U(Ol )I "' • 00 il!ILE TII 
699 3 Billi 
701 3 ""' 
702 2 ctl.l.. lllIOUDIIEI 
703 I 00 l!ASlER..SLAYE; 
/IIIIIIHIIIIIIUIHIIIIUIIIUIIHIIIIUIIIIIHIUIIIUIIIUIIIUIIOllllllll/ 





DI!i£CT VARIAfl.E SIZE 
INDIRECT VMIABLE SIZE 
BIT SIZE 
BIT-ADtflESSAllE SIZE 
AUXILIARY VARIAll.E SIZE 




ENO CF Plltt--Sl CM'ILATIIW 
!STATICfOBI..A'l'ABI.El 
: OC3Ell 31_34D 
-= 029'9H b6SD 
= 27H+OCII 391)+ 12D 
-= OOHHXIH OD+ OD 
= 03H+Of.fl 3D+ OD =� OOt OD 
= OOOFJl 15D 
= OOHH 17D 
0 
69 
AP,PENDIX C THE CPU MONITOR PROGRAM 
ISIS-II Pl./11-51 VJ,l 
Wf'll.ER IIM)(EI) BY: l'U'fil CPI.JI.PSI Itl'Ui 
J'lliITCf!: OO; 
SIQ.IST 
5 I IE!l..AIE NJIE BYTE: ' I IECl.ME OU LJTEFW.LY 'O!lH, OM'l 
7 I IE!l..AIE CR LITERfLLY 'OOH'; ' I IEC!..A'lE lF LITEM.LY 'OAH'l ' I IECLME EOfJ BYTE; 
10 [EQ..ME IDATA..FIJ6,CPU_COIIUIJ BIT! 
II IEC1.ME lf.tlB9l BYTE; 
12 I IECI.ME LOCATICW IOIDI " I IECLME tEIU..0::/ffICN ll!J!D! .. I IECl.ME !LOCH, LOCU BYTE AT I.LOCATIOHI; 
15 I £ECt.ME ro..OCATICN lo£RD AT !9E4ffll AUXILIARY: " I !El.ME {tBU..COl,1£11..lOCU BYTE AT {.tEW..LIJCATIOOl! 
17 I IECl.ME COOENT BtaD LOCATI!W BYTE ll.lllLIARY; 
18 I IEClME IDl3Tii BYTE; " I IEC1.ME 11.ILSPACE BITT! 
20 I [ECLJilE t6LSPACE BYTE; 
21 I 11:CLME Cl"l.LJCf' BITT: AT C9E2Cfll AUXllIAIIYl 
22 I IE!l..AAE EVcNT BYTE! 
23 I IEl.ARE !XfW,ffD...RfGISTER..CCfY BYTE; 
24 I IECl.ME catwiDJlEGISTER BYTE AT (9F00Hl �XILIARY: 
Zl I IECUiiE STATIJS BYTE! " I IEC1.ME INim'd.PT..ACKN BIT AT <OA7Hl FfGl 
'II I IEctME tllr£...FlJiti BIT! "' I IECLME J BYTE; 
29 I IECl.JJlE USER t.A!E... EX'l'En1¥;L; 
I 
/tlHJS PROC8:lRE WILL GI\'E n£ BUS TO TJ£ Il'.P,t/ 
" 2 INTERR\.PT...2:PROCEif.1;£ IHTERRt.PT 21 
31 2 P0,p2:=(.FFJI; " 2 INTEmlPT-ACKH=JI 
33 2 """'' 
31 2 ,.,,.., " 2 """'' " 2 """'' " 2 """'' .. 2 INTERRI.PT JiO'.N=J I 
39 3 00 lffllE IN'Tl=Ol 
40 3 '"'' 
41 2 IF CPI.UOP:OFOO Tl£N Cf'lLOJft.N=l: " I am IKTEIRPT.21 
I 
/tTHlS PID:Eil..f£ WIMS A QWU'i:TER TO T1£ lERl!I!W.. TO IWJTI£R /«£.i-/ 
.. 2 PUT-CWIU PROCEIIR"!OW!l; /ff'RINT M Offl TO SBtFt/ 









55 2 " ' "' 2 
s, 2 ,,, l 
61 2 
62 2 
" 2 .. 3 " 3 " 3 















SS 2 " 2 






/1rn1s P!lOCEilRE IECEIVES A C!WU'CTE1I FROl1 Tl£ SERI!i. Itf't/T. IF IT CCfES FRll'I 
TIE '!ElPtltw.. IT JS EOCED BAO:. t/ 
�LCIWl:PROCmllE BITT :JftET CHM FRC11 SBLF AND EOIJ ITf/ 
i'ECUlRE OWl BYTE; 
00 WHILE 1ffl RI: /!WAIT TIU. nERE IS ItfUTt/ "'" 
RJ=(I; 
OWr-saF; 




/tTHJS P!lOCEllRE AUNTS A tESSAGE TO TI£ Tm!IIW... f/ 
PRINTl PROCEIU!E !STR..P); 
� STIU' AmBS; /tffilNT till TERnIHATED STRilf.i F£SIDIOO IN Rll'I AND 
POIITTED AT BV STIU't/ 
[Ea..ME OWi BASED STR..P BYTE CONSTN-IT; 
00 lllll.E OWID(); /ITILI. Mil TERl'tIHATM-1/ 
CAU. PIJT_OWHQMJ; 
STR..P=S1R..P +ll "'" 
em PRINT: 
I I 
/tTHIS PROCm.flE TMS U4 ASCII CODE FRCl1 nE SERUL BlfFER lWiJ eotMRTS IT TO 
A !£XA[£CJl'W.., 00 BYTES l'lJST IE ENTEREI}t/ 
ASCIUOJEX: PROCEIUlE BYTEl 
D£Cl.ME OWi BYTE; 
/f THIS PROORU1 TMES 1¥1 Af'i'.IJ CCU;; FRON TIE ScRIIW... BLFFER AHD WM:RTS t/ 
/t IT TO A IEXAIESIIW. t/ 
[Ell.ARE HJ!Hl SITT; 
IECLARE LOIIB BYTE! 
!Ell.Ni£ A BYTE! 
lEC..ARE B B'r'TE! 
fGIJH: MTA...FI.AG=lB: 
A::(cLOWli 
IF A=20H CR A::(100: TI!EN 001 
DATA...Fl.AG=OB; ""'''" 
00 TO RI "'" 
IF A - 30H <= 9H TIEN IIJGiB = A - 3'J!I! 
El.SC: HIOOB = A - 37H ; 
HIOOB" SK. fHIG!B,4); 
�..DIM! 
IF IF200 TIEN 001 
CALI. PULOWl!OSfl); 
71 
9l 3 Cfil. FUT-Dm!OOil! 
92 3 00 TO AGAIN: 
93 3 '"'' " 2 IF B -30H (: 9H TIEI LOOI = B - 3001 " 2 aSEUMl=S-37ffl 
97 2 OWl = Hltiil + LOIIB : " 2 R= RErulN(OWl); " I em ASCILTO.JEX: 
I I 
fflillS PROCEIUlE TAKES A BYTE FRCtt TIE l!BOiY IHJ C!lfJERTS IT TO ASCJI CODE 
IHJ SEMIS IT TO SlltF, •I 
100 2 /£LTO....ASCJI:PROCID..RE <DAT Al ; 
IOI 2 DEtl..ARE DATA BYm 
102 2 IECl..ARE C BYTE: 
103 2 C=Sm{DATA,41; 
104 2 IF 09H TIEN C:C+37H: "' 2 El.SE C:C+30H; 
107 2 Ctt.l. PU'LOWl!CJ: 
''" 2 C,,DATA IHI CfHl "' 2 IF C>9tl TJ£H fX+371U 
Ill 2 El.SE O=C+30H; 
112 2 CfLL PlfLOWl{Cl; 
113 I em J£LT11..AStm 
I I 
/fTHIS PROCEIUlE FINDS TI£ T'tPE CF TIE PEmY lffRE ftf All!flESS IS LOCATED. •I 
114 2 ADmESS...SPACE:PfltxEX.fl£fADmSl BYTE: 
!IS 2 [EC!..ME ADffiS l(RI); "' 2 lECl.ME C1..ASS BYTE; 
117 2 [ECl.ME TDf' em: 
118 2 IECLARE IDFl srm'" 2 T!lf'=HIGHADrRSl; 
120 2 TElf'l...=1..a.llAmiSJ; 
121 2 a.ASS---001 
122 2 IF 1Bl"=OOI J\l{J TEHPi.}'lFH TIEN CL.ASS=OFH; 
124 2 IF mf')()()ff TIEN CLASS=OFH: '" 2 IF IDf')ffi/ TIEN !l.ASS=!Hl 
128 2 JF mtP>9EH TIEN a.ASS=2H: 
!» 2 IF IDf':9FH � T8f'l..)05j DEN ClASS=OAI; 
132 2 IF TEPF)007ff 11£1f C1.ASS:31U 
134 2 JF T8f'XIAFH TIEN CL.ASS=:4H: "' 2 IF TBF>OB7H Tl£H ctASS=OFHl ,., 2 1£1l11Nl ClASSJ : "' I END ADil!ES!LSPACEJ 
I I 
/tTHJS PROCm.RE sums nE ll5Ell PRC&lAPUf/ 


















































/tlHIS PROCErUlf LOADS A USER l'RCGlM FRON A DI5l< TO EXlmW.. RM. ti 
UWl:PRCCEIUlE; 
crtL PRINT(. !m.F, 'llJST FIT TO RAl1 BOOO-B7FF', OJ J; 
CiU PRIHTl,!CIU",'STARTIOO ADOOESS: J' OJ H 
loc:a:ASCILTOJEX: 
un =ASCI 1_ rcuo:
Qi.I. PRIHT(.fCR.f,'00? YIN', 0) J: 
ECHl=OCLOWl: 
IF EOl)='Y' TIEN OO; 
INTl=O: 
00 lliJLE LOCATICW<OBSOOH; 
00 ll!ILE tllT RI !II JQOO; 
EN!ll 







CAil. PRINT/. l'IET ADIJ!ESS: ',Ol H 
Cftl 1£LTO...ASCII!LOCHJ: 




/tTIIIS PROCmf!E IEFIIES n£ MIT A IF' 8155 TO Ilf>UT IF STATUS = I AND TO 
OOTPUT IF STATUS :: O.t/ 
PmT..AlPROCEll.fEISTATUSJ; 
!Ea.ARE STATIJS BYTE; 
IF STAIDS ='I' TI£N CCffiWD..REGISTER..CCPY=COIWID..JlEGISTER..ca>Y AND 111111108; 






/tTHJS PROCfil.flE CEFIIES n£ PCl!T B OF 8155 TO Ilf'IJT IF STAM = I rtID TO 
WTPUT IF STATIJS" O,t/ 
188 2 PCRr-B:�(STATUSJ; "' 2 IEa.AAE STATUS BYTE! 
190 2 IF STATIS:'I' 1lEH CO'f'IAND..REGISTER..ct:f�.JlEGJSTER...C(f'Y AND JlllllOIB; "' 2 IF STAlUS='O' TIEN cotwm...REGISTER...Cll>Y=IXnWID..REGJSJ'ER....CCFY Ill OOOOOOlOB; "' 2 CCIM'fil..mjJ�ISTER..CCPY; "' 2 RETIJlN: 
19' 1 Etll PIJl'T ...Br 
I I 
/lTHIS PROCfIUiE IEF!!ES TIE PC1rr C Of 8155 TO ALTI,ALT2,ALT3,fLT4 IF STATI.IS 
IS I,2,3,4 �IVELY,-t/ 
197 2 POOTJ:: PROCm.RE(STATIJSJ: 
198 2 IECl.ME STATUS B'rlEf 
199 2 !F STAlUS='l' 1l£lf cttMID...REGJSTER..CCPY�Glsmt..CCPY AND 111100118;
201 2 IF STA11.IS='2' n£N ClltWID...REGISTER... GISTER....CCFY Cf! 00001100BI 
203 3 IF STATI.IS='3' nEN 001 "' 3 C{fflll![LREGJSTER..CCPY=COIIWID...milSTER..CCFY 00 000001008; "' 3 cc»tWiL.RE6ISTER..CCfY=COltWill...R£IISTER..Cff'Y HI 11110111BI 
207 3 "'" "' 3 IF STATUS='4' 11EH OO; 
210 3 �..REGISTER....CCFY=CIJWiHD..JIEGISTELCTFY 00 000010008; 
2!1 3 �...REGlsreu:tfY=C:ClftHl.REGlSTER....CCPY Rm 1U11011Bf 
212 3 ""' 
213 2 CCl'WMl..REGISlER=CCtW#ID...GISJEIUl.'f'YI '" 2 RE!UlN: 
215 EHD P\'.fiLC: 
I I 
/fTIIJS � ENABLES CR DISABLES 11£ POOT A IKTERRWT,f/ 
'" 2 INTmll.PT..PatT..A:�(OPTlCl,II: 
217 2 Im.ME Cf'TICN BYTEl 
218 2 IF CPTI!'.W:'E' TIEN CTffiWD...REGISTER..CCPY=CrllWrulEGISTEILCCPY 00 000100009; 
2 IF IJ>TlCW='D' TIEi CCJ.l!!WiD.J!EIJSTER..CCfY=CEJtlAND.JIEGisrat.COPY /Ml 1ll0l1UB; 
222 2 C!Jftffi..Rl:GIS'JER=CtJtWID.HGISTER...CCFY; 
2 RETIJlN: 
224 1 am IHTERRLPT..PatT..A1 
I 
/+THIS PROCmJlE ewus 00 DJSA!l.ES nE PCRT B IHTER.PT. f/ 
22S 2 JKTm!IJ'T..PlliT ..B:PROCErulE{Cf'TJ(W); "' 2 !El.ME CPTJCW BYTEl 
227 2 IF IFTICll='E' TIEN ccttWill..REGISTER..CCfY�ISTER..CCf>Y 00 001000008: 
229 2 IF CPTICl+='D' TIEN Ctn'A'ill...REGISTER....CCPY=C!ffl\lfil.HGISTER....CIPY AND 110l1111B; 
231 2 CCtlWfil..REGISl'ER=CCltWm...ISTER...CCfY; 
232 2 RETIJlN: 








243 ' ,., ' '" ' 
247 3 


















269 6 "' ' 
Zll ' 
m • 






/tnl!S f'!lOCEl)H SUS T1£ TI/'ER rotwm TO .Pm: """' 
l=ST!J' 
2:ST(II AF1ER Tll'ER CCUfT REA0£D 
J=START.-t/ 
TllfR..CCfflAHD: PROCE!UlECIPTIOOJ l 
lEC1..AAE Cf'TICN BYTE: 
IF CPTIIJl='O' Tl£H COIIWill.JlEGISTER...Clf"f:attW«l...REGISTEILrolY AND 001111118: 
lF CPTI00='3' Tr£N ta!IIAND..REGJSTER..CCPY�GISTER..CtPY 00 11000000BI 
IF CPTION='t' TIEN 00! 
catWIJ..R£GISTER..CCPY=CCfflYID...REGISTER...aPY 1Vi1 011111111Bl 
tntWII...REGISTER...CCPYi::Ctffi:Wll..RGISTER...C!JIY OR OlOOOOOOBl "'" 
IF CPTitw,:,'2' Tl£H OO; 
CCIIWfD..REGISTER...ClPY:CatWilLREOJS'IER...CCPY ,wD IOJ11111B; 





/-tffllS PROCEllllE LETS T1£ USfR f'ROOIMN TI£ a::wAHll REGISTER CF 1l£ 8155.t/ 
CCtl'IANDJlEG: PROCEIUlE; 
lEl.ME l'WSiERJ BYTE! 
i'.ECl.ME IWSIIER2 BYTE: 
CClt1AN!LREGISTEfLCCfY=-OHl 
fN: DO; 
CAU. PRIHTI.CCRI.F,'P=POOT,T=TINE:R ', OJ J; 
tlaE!l�-CHAAl 
IF t#IS$ER1::'Q' TI£N oo TO run 
ELS:: 00: 
IF ANSWERI='P' Tl£N DO: 
CAU. PfUNTl.('llflIDl POOT ', OJ l; 
AASIER1 =l�LOV!R; 
IF tiGERl='C' 1lE/ 00; 





CAU. PRINT!.CCR!.f,'I=IN"IJT,O=a.rJPUT,R=Itmffl.fT ', OJ J; 
�-DW!l 
IF AHSIER2:'R' TIEN 00: 














m , "' ' "' ' 



























321 2 "' ' 
""' 1 
IF MSiERl='A' 11-EN c:il IlfiER!!I.PT..rolT...AlAHS\ER2J; 
IF PMSIEJU=-'B' n£N CAU. INTEliRI.PT...POOT..B(AHSWER2); 
oo, 
a.SE 00! 
IF tW.SIE!l='A' TIEN UiL PCJU.A(�!: 
IF �1:'B' TIEN CAL!. PCflT....B(N&ER2l; ""' '""' "'" 
ELSE 00: 
IF AHSIERl='T' IBal OO; 
CSlll PRINT(, CCRI.F, 'Kf=O,STil"=l,ST(I) t'fTER TC---2,STMT=3 ', OJ H 
�_awi:; 
CIV...L TJJ£R..rotWIJ(MSIIER2)l "'" 




em CCfttlUID .. REG; 
,��������������������1/ 
/ITIUS � LETS THE USER au:& A catWID FOO TI£ CPtJ. 1/ 
ODJSE..COl'Mtll:PROCEruiE: 
rm.ARE rowHJ IOU); 
iEO.M£ !HIGKn1, LCH:ffll BYTE AT (,catWlllll 
� OlfWl!LTA!l.E(3J iOlD CQ\'STIWT!'CR','LD','Ci!l")! 
11'.!l..ME CIUER BYTEl 
TAKEJ:CnWm:CALL PRINT(. !ClLF, '? ', OJ II 
HIGml=GE'LOWl:l 
LIJDl'le:IE .. CWIR! -·
00 lflll.E CO'l'IAND O CIJtlAHILTABI.E!!IIDERll
CflCER:CRfER+l:




CALI. PRimf. l'TlfllX.GI I(J", Olll 
CIU PRINTl.l'OECK ctttllAND', O)ll ""' 
EOD=!ELO!Ml 





































ll TIE IVIIli PRWWI 
/UllllUllllfllllHIIHIIIJUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIHfttlllllllflHIIIJUIIIIIIIHI/ 
JNIT:00: /fINITIALIZE n£ C?IJJ:I 
TH1=11111110B; /tINSERT -2 TO TH!t/ 
so:w=o100001oa:11 THE SERHL COOIBCI. INITll'LIZED TO 8-BJT Jm:lf/ 
ntlD=OOlOOOOOB;/1meu INITIALIZED TO a.BIT AUHEEI..OOD 111Ifl"/ 
Pl=Oi/•INITIALJIE Tl£ SERI/:t. POOTt/ 
ES=O; /1DJ9\ll.E 1lE SERlli. JNJERii'lPTt/ 







WAIT: 00 lofiJLE OOT CPU...COl'llliNl "'" 
CPlLcatt.N:=O: 
CPlLJDP=O; 




Cll.L PRINT(,1126, 10!, Ol H 
� PRINTC.!Cll!..F,Ol J; 
crtL PRINT!.C'ENTER ctlfflND FOO CPU= ', 0) >; 
c;u OOJSE...rot!AND; 
Cll.L PRJNTC.IC!l!..f,OJ II 
00 IIIILE 001' Tll '''" 
INTERRl.fT.J!OOr-O; t+REIIBH 11£ SERI!l. LIIES TO nE Ia"t/ """"' 
AC<><ll 
ItfIERR!FT ....AOat= l I 
00 TO JNIT; 
em PCU1 
/IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIUIIIHIUIIIIIIIIIJJHIIIIIHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIUIIIIHUUII/ 






DJfET VM!Aa.E SIZE 
JNIIIIECT VMI.ut...E SIZE 
BIT SIZE 
BIT�SIZE 
fi!IILJMY VMIA!l.E SIZE 
l'VIXHUI STACK SIZE 
�ISTER-BAl«!Sl USED: 
540 LitES READ 
O PRCOtN1 Emlt(S) 
END CF PI..Jlf-51 ct'tflILATICW 
!STATIC+oVERLAYA!l.El
= 0480H 11� 
= 013211 30Ml 
= (EJ+Oli,I 14D+ 100 
=- OOO+-OCfl 00+ OD 
= 03f+OOH 311+ on 
= OOff+OOl 00,. OD 
= 00000 OD 
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